
 
Salad Burnet 

TO GROW FROM SEED: 

Plant the seed after the last frost in soil that's not too heavy - such as clay, but 
otherwise, salad burnet isn't terribly particular about the soil it grows in. Once 
established, it can even handle some drought. It will produce the best in an 
area that gets at least six hours of sun, though it can tolerate some shade, it just 
won't produce as much. You can also start the seed indoors a month before the 
last frost. 

TO GROW FROM A START AT A NURSERY:  

Simply dig a hole and remove the salad burnet plant from the pot, and plant in 
the hole in an area of the same conditions as described in step one. If the salad 
burnet has branches that are more than four inches long or is starting to 
flower, trim the plant down to about three inches right after planting. 

TO HARVEST AND CARE FOR WHILE GROWING:  

Harvest the branches (each branch has many tiny leaves - the part you'll use for 
cooking) once they reach about four inches long. Continue to harvest 
throughout the season to keep the plant from growing too large and getting 
bitter, or bolting to the flower stage in which you won't have as much foliage 
to harvest. 

TO USE IN COOKING:  

Rinse, dry and snip off the tiny leaves. Add the herbal cucumber-like flavored 
leaves to both raw fresh and cooked foods. These include salad dressings, 
salads, sandwiches, soups, sauces, egg dishes, fish dishes, dips and spreads. 

  



TO PRESERVE: 

Infuse the salad burnet leaves in vinegar or freeze the leaves in distilled water 
inside ice cube trays. Salad burnet isn't very good as a dried herb, which makes 
it even nicer that it sometimes produces fresh leaves for use when other herbs 
have succumbed to cold weather. 
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